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Overall comments 

An ambitious choice for which credit should be given. The essay is clear 

and coherent, perhaps at the cost  of some speculation into the nature of 

the photograph as  film still. Good research and sound interpretation. 

 

  

Feedback on assignment 

As soon as I saw your essay was on Marker’s film I knew the feedback on it 

would be tricky to write and read. That seems to me to make the choice all 

the more interesting, and I am happy to rise to the challenge. The difficulty 

lies in the fact that any discussion of time is necessarily on unstable ground 

since the basic concepts are woven into language in such  a way that one 

is always deploying the terms  under discussion. Combine that with a 

reading of an avant-garde  film about time – one in which the narrative 

continuity is represented  in discontinuous stills, and a sense of inevitable 

incomprehension sets in. Clearly  you had a sense of this  from the outset 

so I can only commend you in your ambitious choice.  

 

My comments to my tutor’s 

feedback in blue Sara Waterer 

31/01/17 



That said, you do seem to shy away  from exploring the complexity of the 

film in favour of a more stable and reliable account of what occurs. In that 

sense I would say you made a credible interpretation possible and 

conveyed that with skill. Reading the film with cinematographic habits 

learned through a Hollywood driven industry, we are likely to remain within 

certain limits of understanding. In a film like Pulp Fiction the editing makes 

the viewer work to follow the ‘real’ time as a continuous narrative. But in the 

end the ‘arrow of time’ is preserved. Time travel throws that into doubt, 

depending how a director exploits it. La Jetee I would suggest poses a 

different concept of time, where a film like Back to the Future doesn’t. This 

becomes clear – more or less – in  the use of stills. 

I completely agree that my essay did not go into much depth into the 

subject of the photographic stills, possibly because I was scared of losing 

my thread while writing about a complex and esoteric film. I’m still little   

uncertain in my thoughts below: 

 

In the film the lack of temporal continuity might be likened to dipping into a 

chronologically organised photo album in completely random manner 

thereby creating haphazard time travel journey. In the film this journey is 

further complicated by what is real and what is imagined. While all films are 

a series of still images, we are used to them playing out in a sequence that 

we can make sense of. That does not necessarily mean from the present 

moment with a direct trajectory into the future; we are accustomed to 

flashbacks to the past for example. La Jetée plays with our temporal 

awareness of what’s happening through the use of stills in a much more 

complicated way; it confuses and disorientates us and gives little by way of 

clues to help us make sense of it. Add to this the complication of 

differentiating between dream and real images. Photos don’t always depict 

reality (as so many people seem to think) they can be staged, constructed 



and manipulated. They don’t always tell the truth any more than a painting 

does.  

You are surely correct to  say Marker’s choice can’t be explained by a 

limited budget – though it is also true that practical constraints can be  

turned into artistic opportunities – and that it was   a way of slowing the film 

down for an emotional effect. I think it does  that. But we should also look 

closely at what the still does.  You are on the right track when you say the 

film is made of images about images, though a  still image is spatial rather 

than temporal. If still  images are shown in sequence the spatial aspect 

interrupts the temporal thus creating discontinuity.   

I’m having trouble understanding this sentence above. Does it mean spatial 

aspect changes with each still image? Feeling slightly disoriented in space 

and time! 

 

You are also right to put the film in the context of the 60s and the Cold War. 

As a radical film maker of the1960s Marker may have  been  aware of 

some views about temporality that continue to interest us today. All of these 

confront our accepted notions of past, present  and future. Famously 

Derrida devoted his life to arguing that there is  no ‘present’ in our everyday 

sense. I rather think Marker had the  same view. Continuity is something 

we project   on the world or on a set of photographs.  

 

Here’s a thought experiment to prompt some slippery ideas about time and 

photography. Human perception has temporal limits. Below a certain ‘split-

second’ threshold we are blind to the world. A camera can capture those 

images we can’t see. If the present is the ‘now’ is it then something we 

cannot perceive?  

I can get my head around this slippery idea… this is suggesting that if we 

were able to perceive time in a much slowed down way we would become 



more aware of more things around us. So if we assume we are not sensing 

everything that is happening because we are flying through time too 

quickly, it seems reasonable to suggest that we failing to perceive what is 

happening now. 

This is not entirely dissimilar to thoughts about scale. There is a micro 

world of atoms, molecules and bacteria around and inside of us that is too 

small for us to perceive. I could also suggest that we might be part of the 

microbiome of some enormous entity that is too large for us to perceive. 

What if the universe was a huge great being and we tiny microorganisms 

inside it? Would we be good bacteria or bad bacteria? Gaia theory would 

say we are bad bacteria but inconsequential. 

And of course, we only have five senses (and these work within known 

limitations compared to other creatures) with which to glean information 

about our environment. What if there are others senses that we haven’t 

been able to perceive? 

 

Your essay offers a persuasive interpretation of the film by assembling its 

implicit narrative. You give a  clear account of what occurs  within a wider 

framework of an individual’s fate. The research has yielded reliable 

knowledge and enabled critical comments.  I’ve been thinking about 

whether to update my essay or leave it as it is. There is a high risk I could 

shift it into the incomprehensible category with more analysis on a topic I 

don’t feel very comfortable with. Therefore going to stay on safer ground, 

leave my essay as it is, but continue thinking and researching. 

 

Feedback on reflective commentary 

I’m glad you didn’t write on Goldsworthy and persevered with Marker. I 

agree though, the essay is rather ‘choppy’, but you needn’t consider that  a 

criticism. Some works provoke  such a response – and part of the interest 



in Markers film is discontinuity (a.k.a choppy). However, some deep 

pondering on the nature of the photographic image – compared and 

contrasted with paintings on the one hand and film on the other should 

yield some insights. /After all celluloid  film is just a set of stills. Think about 

what happens with a zoetrope or even, as here , a 3d zoetrope.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p9Ly9Aayitw     

 

This I think needs to be the subject of some ongoing study for me as they 

are complex subjects. I have just watched an hour long David Hockney 

lecture he gave in 2015 at The Getty in Los Angeles. It was fascinating and 

truly enlightening on the topic of Painting and Photography. Hockney looks 

at perspective comparing Chinese scroll paintings to the Western tradition 

of painting. He examines how the scroll that has no vanishing point or 

shadows creates an open and continuous narrative that invites the viewer 

to keep going. He contrasts this with the western perspective that offers a 

narrow glimpse through a doorway to a vanishing point, end of picture, no 

where else to go. He talks about how early photography led to this Western 

fixation with perspective through artists drawing directly from mirrors and 

the camera obscura. Intriguing views on the use of reverse perspective to  

open up the view rather than close it – particularly in the foreground. Very 

persuasive. And also how he created photo constructs with multiple 

different vanishing points that play with our temporal and spatial 

awareness. Really good lecture. I must hunt down more like this. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_lcb28fCz8 

 

I was completely entranced by the 3D Zoetrope and have never seen 

anything like it before. Not easy to grasp but I think the strobe lighting 

(which lights up certain areas in a predetermined sequence) has a similar 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p9Ly9Aayitw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_lcb28fCz8


effect when filmed to that created by projecting still photographs as a 

slowed down film. It creates a slightly jumpy, surreal and disconcerting film. 

  

Suggested reading [where appropriate] 

 Thank you for these. 

Derrida  Of Grammatology  see the section on  

 see sections on Alice. 

Also Deleuze  on cinema 

These sources will be easier to follow after a scan through Wikipedia and 

such like. 

Pointers for the next assignment 
Consider what is meant by textile – what are clearly textiles and what would marginal textiles 

be. Does this matter. I didn’t address marginal textiles and an internet search is revealing very 

little. Is this perhaps when there is a crossover with functions beyond those traditionally 

associated with textiles (such as warmth, protection, decoration etc). Might this be if textiles are 

used in production of paper or manuscript perhaps? 

Also consider whether you choice is art, design or neither. Does this matter? I did get to grips 

with this.  

Look at some installations to get started. Good advice which helped me to get more out of Part 

5. Thanks. 
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